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Democracy's tough road

Former VB professor comes back east from UCLA

by Jessica Murphy, News Editor

Room 106 held more people
last Monday, March 25, at 7 pm
than the typical mid-semester
class. University of California at
Los Angeles History Professor
Ellen DuBois rejoined former
colleagues and old friends when
she returned to UB Law to address
the issues surrounding the actual
impacts of women's suffrage.
DuBois' paper presentation is just
one event in a month long celebra
tion of March as Women in His
tory Month.
The DuBois presentation was
sponsored by the Graduate Group
of Feminist Studies, the Departo
omen's tudies, and
Department of History to cel
ebrate the 75th anniversary of
Women's Suffrage. DuBois pre
sented a paper titled "What Dif
ference Did Votes for Women
Make Anyway?"
Women's Studies Professor
Liz Kennedy, who emceed the
event said, "We thought it was re
ally important...to remember that
democracy was struggled for in
the history of the U.S."
Vice Provost of the Faculty
Development Center, William
Fisher, officially welcomed all of
the attendees and speakers on be
half of the President, the Provost,
and the University.
Co-Sponsors were the

AmericanStudies Graduate Group,
the Graduate Student Association, the Department of Sociol
ogy, the Faculty of Arts and Let
ters, the Baldy Center, Residential
Life, UB Law School, the Medical
Science Department and the Erie
County Commission on the Status
of Women-the Womens' Action
Coalition.
Professor of Philosophy
Carolyn W. Korsmeyer, a member
of the Coordinating Committee
for the Graduate Group in Femi
nist Studies officially introduced
Prof. DuBois.
DuBois infused her presenta
tion with subtle humor, noting"l'm
currently enjoying an extended
version of my fifteen minutes (of
fame]."
Members from the surround
ing community, and students rep
resenting different departments at,
UB, both graduate and undergradu
ate, listened intently as Dr. DuBois
spoke. Two other professors, Teri
Miller of the Law School and Lori
Rodebeck of the Political Science
Department, added their comments
about DuBois' subject after she
presented her paper.
Professor DuBois said,
"[Around] 1972, everywhere the
judgment that women's suffrage
hadn't made much of a difference
was accepted as the last word...[but
the] women's suffrage movement
did make an important and radical

difference by transforming the
women who participated in it."
"It was women's involvement
in the suffr.age movement, far
more than the eventual enfranchisement of women that created
the basis for new social relations
between menand women. It demonstrated that self government and

democratic participation...was the
key to women's emancipation."
explained DuBois.
DuBois said that women received full voting rights at different moments in the late 19th and
early 20th century. Colorado and
Idaho were the first states to en
franchise women. In 1914, the

Illinois Legislature, persuaded by
a female constitutional lawyer, enacted limited suffrage for women
in the presidential election.
Progressive Republicans
were part of the political push be
hind women achieving the vote.
See Back East, page 10

SBA Mulls Money Problems

SBA President reports, "we have $86"
by Kristin Greeley, Asst.
News Editor

The SBA met on Thursday,
March 28. Just enough members
were present at most points in the
meeting to make quorum and al
low for votes.
The meeting opened with
President George HamBoussi's
reporting that the computer in the
SBA office was not working, and
that members must sign-off com
pletely before turning off the com
puter.
Vice President Jeremy Toth,
alongwith3LCla<;s Director Sandy
Fazili, reported on this Spring's
Senior Activities and Commence
ment. Judge Talesca will be this
year's commencement speaker,
and 3L Shawn Carey will be the
student speaker. A picnic is
planned for the last Friday of fi-

nals in Ellicott Creek Park.
Parliamentarian Pete Thomp
son reported that on March 12, he
sent memos to the heads of all
student groups regarding the bud
get hearing process.
"I put in the four by-laws re
garding student groups ...We've
asked them to have their budgets
in by the first [ April 1]...If student
groups do not abide, they may not
get funding for the following
year...Just because we know a
group exists doesn't mean they
will get funding," Thompson said.
Thompson also reported that
he has sent notices to student
groups regarding the return un
used funds to the SBA before the
end of the year. He has received
responses from only a few groups.
While Thompson was giving
his report, President HamBoussi

wrote on the blackboard: "We have
$86."
Thompson also reported that
he has been working with lL Class
Director Greg Mattacola regard
ing having a student liaison to the
American Bar Association.
Mattacola suggested creating an
SBA executive board position for
this function.
"There hasn't always been a
constant presence of this school
at those meetings," Mattacola said.
Treasurer Mercedes Lindao
gave her report next. The first
topic she addressed was'the finan
cial troubles of Phi Alpha Delta
International Law Fraternity
["PAD"]. The Fraternity is still
owed $515 from two companies
who placed ads in their 1994-95
student directory. One company
has gone bankrupt, while the other

has refused to pay. PAD got a loan
from the SBA in order to be able
to publish the directory.
"I took the money away from
their budget this year, but it should
be that PAD pays us back that
money," Lindao said.
Lindao also reported that
BPILP is going to officially sepa
rate from the SBA for next year.
The SBA still wants to be able to
donate money to BPILP and sup
port their Co-Op program.
In order to do so, the SBA
will have to have contracts with
BPILP. 3L Class Director Craig
Hurley-Leslie is currently work
ing with BPILP to draw up these
contracts and something should
be finalized soon, Lindao said.
Lindao also reported that al
though the SBA had set aside fund
ing in a lump sum for BPILP's Co-

Op Program with CIRCLES,
DVTF, LALSA, and other groups
at the last meeting, they did not
officially agree to fund each indi
vidual Co-Op program. Each pro
gram must be approve separately
before BPILP can give funds to
any specific one.
"We've given them the
money, but we haven't gone
through the motions," Vice Presi
dent Jeremy Toth said.
The 2L Directors then gave
their Reports. 2L Class Director
Prudence Fung reported that she
is trying to start a "student panel to
answer questions about classes"
before registration.
Shantelle Hughes, IL Class
Director, reported next. She has
been in contact with a first year
See

SBA

on page 3
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Columnist

This js your lucky day
RUB ME THREE TIMES BABY!

Excuse me, your attention please! I would
like to announce the opportunity for each
and every one of you to realize your dreams,
to get everything you ever wanted in life.
I'm serious. All I have to do is write in this
column that it won't happen and then it will.
It's fool proof. I said Chipper Jones would
get rookie of the year. Nope. I said Lamar
Alexander stood a good chanct' to win the
Republican nomination. He dropped out.
And most recently, I said Syracuse would
choke in the second round and break my
heart like they do every year. Now, they're
playing in the championship. This column
is handed in onMonday, gameday, so I can't
talk about who won but I can say that this SU
team has gotten to the finals with about one
half as much talent than some of its' teams
in the last 8 to 10 years. Why? It seems that
Boebeim bas actually gotten this squad to
play as a team, instead of a bunch of play
ground stars shooting for stats. Hats off to
these guys. Of course, the depth of Ken-,
tucky will probably prevail in the end but it
wouldn't be the Orange unless they disap
pointed me, at some point. Now, who wants
their dreams to come true? All it costs is a

meager one time fee of $25,000 and the
world is yours. It hasn't failed yet so step
right up!
A WASTE. Now, it's no secret that I
love sports. I love to play them and I love to
follow them. Yet, along with a billion other
guys I wasn't blessed with the size, speed or
skills that could take me to the professional
ranks in anything. Arn I bitter? Absolutely
not, it's a fact of life. As I'm fond of saying,
you've got to deal. But, I do have a big
problem with people who don't appreciate
whatthey have. ABIG problem. Of what do
I refer? The poster child for intelligence,
Mike Tyson, recently won back one of the
heavyweight belts in a three round bout with
Frank Bruno. Three rounds is approxi
mately six minutes of work. Now factor in
about three months of training for this fight.
For this, Mr. Tyson received $30 million.
Not too bad. Wanna know what he said after
the fight? He compound about the size of
the purse and said "I need money to feed my
family." Hmmm. Now this is a convicted
rapist who has never gotten a high school
diploma. He was supposed to get his GED
in prison but I guess he was too busy at the

jailhouse tattoo parlor. So where else can
a stand up guy like Tyson earn this much
money and then bitch about it? Only in
America where we value sports and enter
tainment more than national health care. I
think I could almost accept this sad state of
affairs if only the gifted few appreciated
what they had. They get paid dearly to play
games that the rest of us play for love. And
then the majority of them either complain
the whole time or piss it away. Which
brings me to Michael Irvin, the all-pro wide
receiver of the..cough, hack, choke...Super
Bowl Champion Dallas Cowboys. Irvin was
just brought before a grand jury in regards
to being found in a hotel room with a couple
of women and a whole lot of drugs. Yeah, I
know; innocent until proven guilty but you
know what? In my book this guy is guilty for
just being there. When God comes down
from the heavens and gives you this gift of
speed and talent, it is your duty to accept it,
to use it and to be responsible with it. I'm
not saying that every pro athlete has to be
Mr. Charity, but they should not spit on the
gift. By being in that hotel room, Irvin is
giving the middle finger salute to his team
mates, his coaches, his boss and the fans.

He publicly spit on the gift. Tyson is the
same way. And for that, I have no tolerance.
Not when people are starving on street
corners. Not when there are millions of
college athletes who would give anything to
be in Irvin's shoes. No tolerance at all.
TALK TO ME! On a much lighter
note, I am formally announcing the first
Follies and Fumbles Trivia Contest. Any
one who can tell me the answer to this
question will be awarded a lifetime sub
scription to The Opinion. It's very useful
for house training pets, I might add. OK
ready? Where does Barney Rubble work?
Everyday he drops Fred off at the quarry but
where does he go? I have a burning desire
for this info so come talk to me. Stay tuned
for next column's topic: Men Who Eat
Sandwiches and the Women Who Love
Them.
Editor's note: Despite playing val
iantly, the Syracuse Orangemen suc
cumbed to the depth and prowess of the
Dallas all
Kentucky Wildcats, 67-76.
pro reciever Michael Irvin was indicted
for drug possession on Monday, April I.

Pieper People Pass!!!
Come and see why
everybody's switching
over to Pieper!!!

I better send in my $150
deposit to receive those
brand new Textbooks

Don't be left out
of the conversation!!!
You passed too? That's great!
I couldn't have prepared any
better! ! ! I'm glad I
switched to Pieper!?!

Of course I passed!
I took PIEPER.
I couldn't have done
it without them!

Find out why everyone's talking about ,
and switching over to:
PIEPER BAR REVIEW!!!

THE NY-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW COURSE

CALL 1-800-635-6569
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lLs sweep Toronto tourney

Jessup Moot Court claims a "No contest"win

by Jessica Murphy,
News Editor

TheJessup Moot Court Board
had more than the luck of the frish
last St. Patrick's day weekend.
Their team of ten lL's placed first
at the 1996 Fasken Campbell
Godfrey First-Year Moot Court
Competition in Toronto, Ontario.
The team won with a cumula
tive record of six wins and two

pete and three American schools
compete. Each school sends four
teams of two people to argue two
rounds each.
Fasken Competition Coordi
nator, Mark Hayes, said, "It wasn't
even close."
Coach Nicole Johnson said,
"I'm so incredibly proud of the

team for the outstanding job they
did, not only in terms of winning
the competition, but for the dili
gence and dedication that they
demonstrated throughout the past
few intense weeks of preparation.
Their success was hard-fought and
well-deserved."

Korean-American author
Elaine Kim spoke on Monday,
March 11 at UBLaw. Her talk was
part of the Fourth Annual Gail P�ra
dise Kelly Memorial Lecture se
ries. The series is the only femi
nist lecture series on campus.
Professor Kim teaches at UC
Berkeley and has a doctorate in
American Studies. Her main in
tellectual focus is race and
ethnicity studie�. She has written
over fifty articles and four books,
one of which is used as a text in
UB's Introductory Women's Stud
ies course. In addition, she has
been involved with the production
of two films.
Kim's talk centered around
her latest book, East to America,
which she co-authored with Eui
Young Yin. The book is a collection of life stories of KoreanAmerican immigrants living in the
Los Angeles area.
KimandYininterviewedtheir

than politics.
Kim's and Yin's original in
tention had been to document
Korean-Americans' reaction to
the riots, but their work devel
oped into something more.
Kim described the book as "a
collective geography" of the Ko
rean- American experience, rather
than "individual biographies" of
Korean-Americans. Her hope in
writing the book was to "retrieve
and permit what exists outside the
'official' American identity."
The interviews Kim and Yin
conducted revealed the inaccuracy
of stereotypes about Korean
Americans. The myth about the
existence of one one single "Ko
rean-American story," or one
Korean-American anything, is also
debunked by this collection of stories.
America is "a sanctuary, pur
gatory, a prison, and home" for
Korean-Americans, according to
Kim. The book is entitled East to
America in order to question the

!es riots. The riots put Korean
Americans in the spotlight.
Acording to Kim, Korean-Ameri
cans have reshaped the United
States through economics rather

Most Koreans, in fact, move east
when they come to America, Kim
said.
Kim spent the majority of
her talk reading some of the sto-

ries collected in her book. The
stories she read represented a va
riety of economic, political, and
social experiences. They ranged
from the painful assimilation of a
high school student to the
struggles of a hardworking, yet
alcoholic, deli owner who is not
afraid to use mace to protect his
business.
Themes of racial and ethnic
identity and Korean-Americans'
relation to other ethnic and racial
groups, especially the Japanese,
permeated the stories.
Some people interviewed
criticized other Korean-Ameri
cans. A Korean-American femi
nist, who calls herself "Hot Pep
per," criticized Korean-American
women, usually of college age,
who are supported by wealthy, of
ten married, older men. "We value
material stuff so much, that we're
willing to sell our souls," Hot
Pepper said.
Kim says that these stories
do not create one teso\ved com
plete picture. They reveal a
plethora of unexpected different
stories of the Korean American
experience. The stories are about
the politics of identity, said Kim,
and possibilities.

losses. The closet competitions and lJ}eresa Cusimano. They were
raked in four wins, three losses, coached to success by 3L Nicole
and one tie. Syracuse University Johnson.
The ten member team was
Law and Osgoode Hall Law
supported by over 30 people, in
Schools shared second place.
Representing UB Law were: cluding the team members, who
Anne Marie Bevilacquia, Deshika traveled to Toronto to cheer on
Botejue, Martin Cortez, Brian UBLaw.
Three Canadian schools comEckman, Leanne Gramlich, Greg
Mattacola, Max Raterman,
Ashmali P. McKay, Bidget Niland,

East to America

by Kristin Greeley,
Assistant Ne't"S Editor
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HODGSON RUSS
ANDREWS
WOODS &
GOODYEARLLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

To The Class Of 1998:
You are cordially invited to a reception hosted by
Hodgson, Russ,. Andrews, Woods & Goodyear, LLr
of Buffalo, New York.

Date:
Time:
Place:

Wednesday, April 17, 1996
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
University Inn & Conference Center
2401 N. Forest Rd., Amherst
Please join us for cocktails and hors d'oeuvres.

R.S.V.P. c/o Career Development Office room 609 by Friday, April 12, 1996

If you have any questions, please call Jane McAvoy at 848-1612
Buffalo • Albany • Rochester • Boca Raton • New York • Toronto
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Peop_le expected that Monday night's college basketball game betwee� the Syracuse Orangemen and the Kentucky Wildcats would be a
blowout,but it turned out to be an quite an exhilarating show of an underdog
fighting with tenacious intensity and coming within a few baskets of the
national-title.
But in the end,no amount of effort or fast breaks could save the cause.
Despite the efforts of Rochester native John Wallace, who led all scorers
with 29 points, and the fact that Todd Burgan and Lazarus Sims played
excellent games,the day would not be theirs. The deadly accuracy of Tony
Delk and the brilliant passing game developed by Rick Pitino proved to
much for the 'Cuse. Stacked with talent and coached to near-perfection,
Kentucky had the type of team that was built to win. It was predicted to
win by all. But we still cheered for the Orangemen.
Sure, some of us are die-hard Syracuse fans,but there are others who
simply rooted for Syracuse because they were the underdog.
In spite of the fact the rooting for the underdog is somewhat irrational
(for theunderdograrelywins,justlookat theWildcats overtheOrangemen,
the Cowboys over the Steelers,and Braveheart overfJabe), we-like to root
for the underdog. Doing so emphasizes the courage and tenacity of a team
fighting insurmountable odds. Doing so gives us an opportunity to stare
down our lives and better accept the futility that is sometimes our
ne of the most
persuasive and powerfully humanizing forces known to us.
One of life'shard lessons is that,no matter what,someone has to lose.
It is not necessarily a reflection of their skill or their desire to win. After
the basketball game, Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim said, "sometimes
giving your best isn't enough" in the face of a team good as Kentucky.
Of course,Boeheim told his team that doing their best was enough. Enough
for what,though?
Bills fans know all too well the price of losing the big one.
People who say there is too much emphasis on winning in this society
are naive. This culture goes well beyond emphasizing winning. Winning
is the only virtue. Losing is devoid of merit.
But it is this all or nothing attitude that is meritless. It is human nature
to struggle. As much as rooting for the underdog is innate to us,we mustn't
forget that the journey is as important as the destination.
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-- The First Amendment

Signs of Depression.
To All Members of the Campus Com
munity:
Students typically encounter a great
deal of stress (academic, living arrange
ment, family, work, financial) during the
course of an academic year For some, the
pressures become overwhelming and feel
unmanageable. The purpose of this letter
is to help you identify both the less obvi
ous and the more dramatic signs of emo
tional distress and to suggest how you
might be of assistance to students.
Among the signs of more serious
distress are: actual self-harming (cutting;
taking an overdose of a medication, drug,
or toxic chemical), attempting to harm
oneself (climbing out onto a window ledge
or the roof), talking to others about killing
oneself, leaving a suicide note, aggres
siveness in dealing with the environment
(slamming doors violently, using one's
fist to break a window or hit walls, throw
ing and/or breaking of furniture), aggres
siveness toward others (screaming, threat
ening, insulting, actual physical attack).
These signs of serious distress should
be reported to Public Safety (ext. 2222)
without delay in order to ensure the
individual's safety. l�the student resides
in the residence halls, his/her Hall Direc
tor or the Office of Residence Life (6452171) also should be notified.
Some less obvious behaviors that may
function as signals that a student may be
feeling more anxious or depressed than
usual are the patterns of coping described
below_
Social participation (person either
becomes significantly more dependent on
your time and attention or withdraws from
usual participation and becomes relatively
socially isolated), appearance (a usually
neat person becomes careless in terms of

hygiene and/or dress), class at�endance
(person either becomes significantly in
consistent or stops attending classes),
energy (unusual fatigue or inexplicable
bursts of activity which may or may not be
productive), mood (unusually irritable,
restless, sad), alcohol/substance use (oc
casional drinker/user engages in the ac
tivity with significantly greater frequency
and/or the amount consumed per usage
increases significantly), extreme weight
loss/gain.
You can be of assistance by encour
aging the person to contact one of the
following services:
Counseling Center, 120 Richmond
Quadrangle, Ellicott Complex (6452720). To schedule an appointment,
phone or walk-in weekdays 8:30 AM to 5
PM. Services are free, voluntary, and
confidential.
Crisis Services, Inc. (834-3131). An
off-campus, daily, 24-hour Telephone
Hotline; if necessary and appropriate,
Crisis Services' Emergency-Outreach
Unit can come to campus for evaluation
of risk to self or others.
The Office of Academic Advisement.
Academic deans and . other offices pro
vide assistance for academically related
problems. Their names and numbers can
be found in the University Directory.
If you have any questions or con
cerns about someone, call the Counsel
ing Center (645-2720) and consult with
the counselor-on-duty. Remember: it is
better to obtain assurance that a perceived
problem is not serious than not to call at
all.
Yours truly,
The Staff of the Counseling Center
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Perspective

Alfredo Acevedo, 2L

Hispallic Law Professors: The Quest for Diversity
In 1993, the Hispanic National Bar
Association (HNBA) published its fifth
"Dirty Dozen" list, which exposed law
schools with no Hispanics on their faculty.
According to then President of the HNBA
and professor at Seton Hall University
School of Law, Wilfredo Carraballo, the
list was published to reward schools that
have hired Hispanics and to publicly chas
tise those that have not
A new inductee on that year's list was
the State University of New York at Buffalo
School of Law. Upon investigating whether
our law school has ever hired a Hispanic
professor, I discovered to my disconcert
that our law school, in over one hundred
years of existence, has never had one. How
ever, our law school is not alone in these
shameful accomplishments. In 1992, more
than 100 law school did not have any His
panic faculty member. With this faulty
record, most law schools fail to prepare
their students to fully admire the impor
tance of diversity in a society that venerates
and insists on achieving diversity in all
levels of authority of our society, particu
larly in those sectors that have been con
trolled for too long by a privileged few.
The greatest irony of these affairs is
that while our society has demanded that
diversity be accomplished by fair and just
methods through our legal system, the
schools in charge of teaching about our
legal system are the ones that fail to dem
onstrate, by example, the benefits of diver-

sity. For the past decades many law schools uting to the so-called lack of Hispanic fac
have fervently defended their lack of mi ulty. If law schools want to have a larger
nority-professor hiring by stressing their pool of Hispanic faculty, then law schools
increased recruitment of students of all should encourage some of the more than
ethnic origins as one of the forms by which 1,500 Hispanic students that have gradu
they secure diversity in the legal profes ated every year over the past decade to
become law professors. To accomplish this
sion.
Other law schools have simply claimed goal, a step in the right direction for law
that while they have an interest in minority •schools would be to finally commit them
applicants for teacher appointments, the selves to hire a Hispanic professor.
pool of Hispanic faculty is not very large.
The suggestion that there ought to be
Some law schools deans have even sug a choice between hiring Hispanic faculty
gested that the choice between having mi and recruiting Hispanic students is also
nority faculty members and minority stu conspicuous. The proposal is insensible to
dents should fall on recruiting minority the Hispanic community, and does not con
students. However, these excuses are con form to our societal goal of infusing diver
spicuous, and more importantly do not ex sity in as many levels of authority as pos
onerate law schools for their lack of His sible. If law schools cannot accept the fact
panic faculty members.
that hiring Hispanic faculty is necessary for
Despite the accomplishments of a few the overall teaching of law, the least law
law schools in recruiting minority students', schools should recognize is the justifica
Hispanics continue to be one of the most tion of needed role models among His
underrepresented groups in the legal pro panic law students.
fession, particularly in areas known for
The need for role models in the His
large Hispanic population. In addition, re panic legal community was evident when
cruitment of minority students without the HNBA first published its the "Dirty
some consideration for the hiring of mi Dozen" list in 1989. Since then things have
nority faculty runs the risk of creating a not change significantly. For instance, by
homogeneous faculty deemed by some as late 1994, of approximately 6,500 full time
intellectually stifling, where views some tenure-track law professors in the nation,
107 - or less than 2 percent - were Hispanic.
times go unchallenged.
As for the claim that the pool of His Most law schools' commitment to diver
panic faculty is not very large, it should be sity in the legal profession has been delib
noted that by failing to hire Hispanic pro erately thwarted by the schools' own prac
fessors many law schools might be contrib- tices in hiring minority professors. Some

law schools have not even demonstrated
any desire to diversify their faculties. This
outright apathy towards diversity in the
teaching oflaw prevents students from learn
ing about the importance of looking at the
law from vastly different ways. It also
frustrates the importance of diversity for
our society, and deteriorates the well
intentioned wishes of many qualified His
panic students who would like to become
law professors, but who view their objec
tives as an impossible task.
Finally, a position on the faculty of a
law school is certainly a position of power.
It is a position of political power. There is
simply no justifiable reason for having that
political power controlled by one homoge
neous group in a very diverse society. We
cannot expect to be the virtuous nation we
claim to be merely because we are a diverse
country. We cannot expect such recogni
tion when we deliberately exclude or allow
others to exclude certain ethnic and racial
groups from positions of noticeable sig
nificance in our society
The virtue of our nation lies on the
diversity of its people in all levels of au
thority of our society. Consequently, it is
not enough for law schools to be interested
in Hispanic applicants for their professor
ship vacancies. Law schools must make the
affirmative step of hiring Hispanic profes
sors. They must do so by aggressively re
cruiting from their most brilliant and tal
ented Hispanic students.
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Leading by Example

Second-year VB Law student honored as 1996 Woman of Courage
by Mike Chase, Features Editor
Surviving three years of law
school is a daunting task, but to expect
a 27-year-old single parent to com
mute three hours to class, work part
time as a law clerk, and graduate in
two-and-a-half years is to expect more
than most could do. Second-year Jean
Brown, however, is doing it.
Brown was recently honored at a
dinner sponsored by the Syracuse
Commission for Women. Brown was
one of three Central New York women
awarded the 1996 Women of Courage
award for their strength in overcom
ing substantial obstacles and making
better lives for themselves.
"It was one of the most incredible
nights of my whole life," says Brown.
"I was so nervous. Getting up in front
of 300 people to speak was unbeliev
able."
The awards dinner was held March
20 at the Hotel Syracuse. Among the
speakers was New York's first lady,
Libby Pataki. The other honorees were
Carrie Williams, a 50-year-old mother
who cares for her adult brain-damaged
son and attends school, and Mary Anne
Tornatore Baldwin, a mother of 10
who went back to school to get her
bachelor's and master's degrees in
social work.
"Mrs. Pataki was such a nice per
son. I loved her! She got up there,
looked right at me, and said ' there's no
reason to be nervous!"' says Brown.
Brown was nominated for the
award by her identical twin sister,

tending UB Law in 1994. She plans to
graduate early this December. "I don't
want to be in school anymore. I want to
be out and practicing law as soon as I
can," Brown insists.
Her demanding schedule brings
her from Syracuse to Buffalo every
Tuesday morning and has her returning
home on Thursday afternoon. Need
less to say, it is tough on second
grader Allan-Michael. "Last week he
asked, 'are you leaving me Tuesday?'
and that really gets to me," says Brown
with sadness. Brown stays with a friend
while she's in Buffalo. Allan-Michael
stays with Aunt Nancy.
Jean Brown, 2L

Nancy. "She wrote a really nice story
for me, describing how our stepfather
abused us, how I raised my son alone,
and how I'm going to be a lawyer in
spite of it," explains the honoree.
Brown was born and raised out
side of Syracuse. Her father died
when she was 10 years
old, and her mother re
married shortly there
after. Brown's stepfa
ther_, however, was abu
sive, and Brown left the
house in 1986.
After giving birth
to her son, Allan
Michael, in 1988,
Brown held down several different
jobs, completed a bachelor's degree
in public justice at SUNY Oswego in
three-and-a-half years, and began at-

Apart from the rigors that come
with cramming a three-year law school
curriculum into two-and-a-half years,
Brown also works ten to fifteen hours
each week as a law clerk with the Syra
cuse firm, Ali Pappas & Cox.
"How I got that job is a funny
story, actually. While I was in college,
my mother was going through a di
vorce with the
1
stepfather from
hell. I didn'tlike
the way things
were turning
out, with my
stepfather
about to get half
of my mother's
savings. So I
called my mom's lawyer, Lou Ali, and
gave him hell. l mean, I was rude!
"So, I made my mom's lawyer let
me testify at the divorce proceedings.

After I was done, I went to him and said
'oh, by the way, I need an internship for
college,' and that was that," explains
Brown. She has been working there
for three years now.
Brown, who moved out of her
parents' house at age 17 and has never
received welfare, can only attribute
her success to her character. "I think
the adversity I've faced has given me
the strength to get me where I am now.
Adversity builds character, and I'm
quite a character!"
Although she has no simple an
swers, Brown has a survival instinct
which seems to give her the will to do
whatever it takes to achieve her goals.
"You know what they say - if it doesn't
kill you, it makes you stronger... Well,
I'm not dead yet!"
As far as her future is concerned,
Brown intends to practice family law
upon graduation. "It's what I'm most
familiar with, and where I feel I can do
the most good," says Brown.

. .::{I:l{IItII:I:IlttI:trtJittt: 11:il!:tlt::J@:(.

ESLS sponsoring Entertainment Law
Symposium
by Mike Chase, Features Editor
to North Americare Park (formerly
The Entertainment and Sports Law Pilot Field). "He's very witty and
Society (ESLS) is hosting "The First charismatic. He spoke here last se
Symposium on Entertainment Law in mester at a contract workshop and he
Western New York" this Monday, was well-received," says Wolfgang.
The ihird scheduled speaker,
April 8. ESLS also sponsored The
First Symposium on Sports Law in David Midland "is not a lawyer, but he
Western New York on November 6 of negotiates with all types of artists who
perform at ArtPark, including touring
last year.
ESLS President
companies
elect Lynn Wolfgang,
f r o m
broadway
2L, who organized
last semester's event,
shows, op
says "the sports law
eras, and
musicians
symposium was so
successful, [ current
like Harry
C oJ1n i c k ,
President] Andrew
Jr., and
[Freedman,
3L,]
wanted to have one for
Aretha
entertainment law."
Franklin,"
explains
Panelists sched
uled for the event in
Wolfgang.•
clude Eric S. Land,
First
President and General Left, Andrew Freedman, 3L; right, Lynn
year law
Manager of WGRZ Wolfgang, 2L
student and
TV Channel 2, William E. Greishober, corporate counsel anchor/reporter for Channel 7 Steve
of Rich Products, and David Midland, Boyd will moderate. "Steve brings a
President of ArtPark. "We have a fresh viewpoint to the symposium_
variety of good speakers - not just He's been a disc jockey, done news on
lawyers. We wanted to bring a range the radio, and now he's a law student.
of viewpoints to the students," ex He should have plenty of interesting
plains Wolfgang.
things to bring to the discussion,"
Eric Land, a non-attorney, works hopes Wolfgang.•
with the agents of reporters and news
ESLS recently held elections for
casters at Channel 2. "Eric deals a lot next year's editorial board, and the
with FCC regulations, as well," adds new board members have already had
a great impact, according to Wolfgang.
Wolfgang.
As corporate counsel for Rich "Brigid Lyons (1 L], who wasjust voted
Products, William Greishober nego in as Vice-President, helped out a lot.
tiates with all of the artists that come She has a lot of enthusiasm for the

I

j

I
I
I

area of entertainment law."
Whether or not other students
from the UB community share ESLS's
enthusiasm remains to be seen. Says
Wolfgang, "the turnout for the sports
law symposium was terrific. We hope
to match that. And besides, there's
lots of free food!"
The First Symposium on Enter
tainment Law in Western New York
will be held Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Center for Tomorrow. Anyone inter
ested in more information about ESLS
should stop by Room 703 or drop a
note in Box 847.
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By Mike Chase, Features Editor, and David S. Leone, Photo Editor
A Friendly Face
When you walk into the
North End Coffeehaus on Hertel
Avenue, you may be struck by the
mellow, friendly atmosphere, or
the variety ofinteresting foods
they sell, or the truly unique
decoration. You may also be met
with a familiar face.
The North End
Coffeehaus is owned by David
Rodriguez, a third year student at
the Law School, and his partner
Scott Whitbeck. David, a native
Buffalonian, has somehow found
the time during this past year to
do extensive market studies,
purchase a building, rehabilitate
it, and open his coffee shoppe.
His partner, Scott, left his job of
lobbying in Washington DC, to
join in the effort.
"M ma rke t s t u dy
showed that this area, within a
mile radius ofthe store, has the
highest income per capita in the
city. We get judges, lawyers, and
professors coming in here 11 the
time," said David.
customers are a
group ofpeople."
Law School Backg
Together,
Scott put
together a
business plan,
with help from
t h e Sm a l l
Business
Development
C e n ter a t
Buffalo State.
They.obtained
financing by
getting the
SBA to back
loans from a
local bank.
Their
work was far
from over. "The hardest part
about opening the shop was
dealing with city hall," explained
Scott, who has a Masters Degree
in Public Administration from
University of Southern
California.
"My lobbying
experience definitely came in
handy!"
"They really give you the
run-around. The people there [at
City Hall] try to help, but every
person you'd talk to would give
you a different answer. With the
building codes and the fire codes,
it was quite a hassle," explained
David.

Not to mention the
problems with the state, where
David's Law School training
really
p aid
0 ff.
" W e
formed
a s a
limited
liabilit
y
corpor
ation,
to keep
t h e
benefit
s of a
fl o w
through entity," recounted
David, "it [limited liability
structure] was · so new hardl
anybody in the state kne
help us. While other
School
t
t the

restore the structural integrity of
the building, which we tried to
keep pretty much intact," said

David, as he sat surrounded by
the elements ofthe beautifully
restored building.
Their rush to

d. They
furniture
p until a
�---d
·nctive

trying
our
the new

was a mess.

Jque thing
orth End Coffeehaus
is its friendly style ofcustomer

service. "We try to get to know
our customers. Once you start to
talk to. someone, and get their
name, the floodgates really
open," said Scott. "One woman
who comes in a lot has lived in
North Buffalo all her life, and
she's writing a book about this
area called, coincidentally, 'The
NorthEnd.'
"The best part is when
someone leaves, and says 'I'm
gonna tell all my friends about
you!' It feels good."
The Coffeehaus has more
to offer than just friendly service.
There are shelves ofbooks and
encyclopedias, board games,
and, ofcourse, chess. David and
Scott also host an open poetry
reading on Thursdays and many
different styles of music on
Fridays and Saturdays. They are
s chics on Tuesdays and
open-microphone comedy on
Sundays.
And don't forget the food.
The focaccia is delicious and the
Mexican Turkey sandwich
("Turkey breast, Tomatoes,
Avocado & Melted Cheddar
Topped with Jalapeno Cilantro
elish") is a favorite. Plus, as
ott points out, "the portions are
erous."
Life Beyond Law
Upon graduating this
David plans on pursuing a
in the law - either personal
or criminal defense - but he
tnJ
is definitely going to maintain his
in the coffee shop. "One
g you learn from law school
show to manage many tasks. It's
important to keep access to every
part ofyour life. I always want to
be a part ofthe Coffeehaus so that
I know it will stay the way it is
now," explained David.
Besides being a lawyer
and coffee shop proprietor, he is
also a real estate investor and a
husband. David finished by
letting us in on part ofthe secret
ofhis success, "too many people
let law school define who they
are, but law school should
enhance who you are, not define
who you are."
Thanks, David, that's
some advice we should all
consider - over a cup ofcoffee of
course.
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"My basic claim [is] that suffrage activism itself turnedAmerican women into members of the
political community and into politically enga_Eed citizens is now
generally conceded. Women's
enfranchisement removed a glaring inconsistency in American
political democracy, and freed
women to get onto the next stage
of their emancipation." said
DuBois.
Professor DuBois discussed
the early study methods used to
determine the impacts of women
voters on turn-outs. DuBois then
delved into the history of the
prominent women's suffrage fig
ures, looking past the improperly
compiled statistics of the time to
explore different avenues point
ing to an active and interested fe
male constituency in America.
DuBois chose to focus upon Colo
rado and New York as subjects for
heightened scrutiny.
DuBois said, "There seems

to be no other issue at which it was
more clear that women voted differently than men than Prohibition. I would say that Prohibition
in these years would be the equivalent of Choice in our own time."
Professor Teri Miller immediately followed Professor
DuBois presentation. Miller dis
cussed the contemporary legal
context in which the struggle for
women's voting rights continues.
Miller addressed the difficulties that Cynthia McKinney
(Georgia-D), a two term member
of the U.S. House of Representa
tives, faces as the only black
woman ever elected to the House
while balancing a demanding ca
reer and a son. McKinney also
faces new troubles because of the
Supreme Court's deci_ s ion in
Miller v. Johnson, which will re
distribute voting districts. Pro
fessor Miller said that McKinney
"stands at the precarious intersec
tion of race and gender" as an

African-American woman, and
stands to Jose her seat to the re
districting.
Professor Miller said,
"women's suffrage is direct and
relevant to the suffrage of racial
minorities, indeed advocates of
women's voting rights must con
cern themselves wi�h the voting
rights of racial minorities, For as
long as race effectively limits the
full political participation of
people of color, it limits the suf
frage of women of color, and con
sequently the suffrage of women."
Professor Lori Rodebeck
focused pn the past fifteen years
of women's suffrage. Rodebeck
honed in on the presidential elec
tion of 1980, stating that two sig
nificant historic precedents were
set then. "8% fewer women than
men voted for Reagan. Among
women, 46% voted for Reagan,
45% voted for Carter. Among
men, 54% voted for Reagan, 37%
voted for Carter. [We have] no

evidence of a difference that large
in earlier national elections ever.
The other precedent: for the first
time since winning suffrage,
women voted at a rate higher than
men in a national election. This
was not an isolated event."
Rodebeck said, "The com
bined effects of women voters,
modern polling, organized femi
nism, the mass media, and the
major political parties allow for
the enormous potential of the col
lective influence of women."
Sayra Pinto, an American
Studies graduate student, said, "I
thought Ms. DuBois was excel
-lent, It's too bad that is was very
much a binary conversation...when
it came to race... I'm glad there's
a lot of inclusion of African
American history...it's excellent,
but it's not enough and we just
have to keep pushing."
Eve Ng, a second year gradu
ate student in the Linguistics De
partment, said "I found the content

of the talk...very interesting, but I
was a bit disturbed by the question
session...Ellen DuBois was a bit
combative in answerin� questions.
And, I was disappointed because a
lot of people were bringing up
very important issues, and I don't
tliink they were attacking what she
was saying."
William Fisher, "I know Ellen ..
from way back, she was a col
league of mine, and we were
friends when she taught here more
than 11 or 12 years ago...This is a
very personal moment for me."
Gretchen Stringer, an origi
nal member of the Erie County
Commission on the Status of
Women, said "The points that were
brought up tonight were very im
portant. We can't split women on
issues. Women aren't ever going
to all agree...we have to make it so
that there is the ability for women
to think different ways, but also to
think for the good of women."

by Julie Meyer, Asst. News
Editor
On March 27, Amy Kleig
Szymoniak, a 1988 graduate of
UB Law, spoke about pursuing non
traditional law careers. Sponsored
by the Career Development Of
fice, the purpose of Szymoniak's
talk was to address students' feel
ings on the pressure to work at a
typical law firm, and to show that
law ets can succeed outside of

such an experience.
When Szymoniak first gradu
ated, she worked for a small Jaw
firm in Buffalo. After one year
she quit and decided to pursue a
solo practice based on adoption
law.
Szymoniak talked af>Ollt her
doubts she had throughout Jaw
school. "When I first applied to
Jaw schools, I didn't know why I
was applying. It was something to

do. When it came time to apply
for summer associate positions,
it really scared me. I didn't know
if I wanted to work for a law firm.
And everyone was going around
talking about their plans for the
summer. It made me really ner
vous," said Szymoniak.
During her first year,
Szymoniak did not work as a sum
mer associate for a firm. She
commented, "Do what works for
ou a
n't
try to fit into the law school mold.
Be practical, but don't worry if
you're not doing the summer as
sociate experience. It's not that
important."

Szymoniak found that, while
a job as a summer associate would
have been helpful for her, employ
ers did not penalize her for not
having that experience.
Agreeing with Szymoniak,
Audrey Koscielniak, Assistant
Dean for Career Development,
said, "I see students always swept
into the rush of following certain
career paths because others are
doing it. They have got to realize
hatthey haveto do what's right for
them. It's an individual decision.
You might have create your own
option to follow, but if you have
confidence in your own abiliti,es
and in your decision, paths will

open up for you."
Szymoniak stressed that one
must "[t]ake the time now to fig
ure out what you want to do and
don't worry if what is in your mind
is not what everyone else wants to
do." Her most important point
was not to succumb to peer pres
sure regarding job searches.
lL Jill Ann Baer went to
Szymoniak's talk because, "I'm
looking at other options for later
in life. I'm not sure if once I have
a family, I want to work 60 h6urs a
week. I'm looking for a 'human'
job, one that will let me balance all
aspects of my life."

by Julie Meyer, Asst. News
Hill's first moot court experience,
Editor
and Printup's second.
The Native American Na
For the brief, the team "pulled
tional Moot Court Competition up a Supreme Court brief on
was held on February 29 through Westlaw and decided that our brief
March 2, in Oklahoma qty, Okla had to look just like that. That was
homa. Two
UBLaw stu
dents par
ticipated in
the competi
tion.
3L Jo
seph Hill and
2L
Scott
Printup
competed
with
27
other teams
on two is
sues. The
first issue
focused on
whether a
state can im
pose income
Joseph Hill, 3L, and Scott Printup, 2L
tax on the income made within the boundaries the standard we chose to model
of a reservation. The second is our brief on," said Hill.
sue dealt with whether the sales of
Hill and Printup first argued
tribally owned or licensed gaso on brief advocating for the Indian
line stations, located ort reserva tribe, and then off brief represent
tion land, can be taxed by a state. ing the State. "The competition
Hill's and Printup's brief got harder as we progressed," said
placed fourth overall, and the team Hill, "Because of the importance
progressed to the quarter-finals of the issue and the fact that most
before being eliminated. This was judges wer� Native Ameri:ans, the

atmosphere got pretty testy. The
questions were very direct and the
judges wanted to know what the
implications of the tax would be
for the tribal members."
Both Hill and Printup are
members of
Seneca
the
tribe, but to par
ticipate in the
competition,
one does not
have to be a
Native Ameri
can. "The main
competitors
are Indian. It's
not exclusive to
Natives, which
opens the door
to non-Natives
to compete and
learn
more
about Native
American life,"
said Printup.
This year
marked the
first year that UB Law was repre
sented at the competition. UB
does not currently offer any
courses in Indian Law, but in past
years, a Federal Indian Law course
was taught by Robert Porter.
Printup, also the President
See Oklahoma! on page 11

To thine own self be true

Two students compete in
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tal law could be liable for damages in Federal court.
The court characterized theUnion Gas
case as being a plurality opinion that was a
solitary departure from established federalism jurisprudence.
The dissent by Justice John Paul
Stevens characterized this case as being
about power. He stated that the question
was whether Congress had the power to
create a private cause of acti�n against a
state for violation of a Federal right. He
said that the court, for the first time, has
stated that it does not.
Stevens then defended the Union Gas
ruling (in which he had joined). He also
upbraided his colleagues in dissent for not
lending firmer support for the Union Gas
decision.
Stevens also criticized the doctrine of
sovereign immunity itself, deeming it contrary to the spirit of a democratic society.
Justice David Souter, joined by Justice Stephen Breyer and Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsberg also dissented. The Souter opinion examined the historical record and early
cases concerning sovereign immunity and
concluded that reading theEleventh Amendment solely as a limit on diversity jurisdiction is consistent with early Constitutional
rulings and the text of the Amendment.
It
accused
the
court
of
"constitutionalizing" a common law principle. It also stated that Hans v. Louisiana
134 U.S. 1 (1890), a case heavily relied on
by the majority opinion, fundamentally
misread the Eleventh Amendment.

-- �

---

Research and Writing class, the Supreme
Court granted certerori'to hear an appeal of
the Second Circuit's en bane decision in
Pro-Choice Network v. Schenck, 67 F.3d
377 (2nd Cir. 1995).
The case stemmed from a series of
protests involving several Buffalo-area re
productive health clinics that occurred in
the early 1990s. Among the attorneys argu
Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida
On March 27, the United States Suing the case for the health clinics were UB
preme Court, following its pattern of upLaw Professors Lucinda Finley and Isabel
setting recent precedent, held that the InMarcus.
dian Gaming Regulatory Act violated the
The decision, written by Judge Oakes,
Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution.
upheld two provisions of an injunction by
The law in question authorized lawsuits
Judge Richard Arcara that established a 15against individual states by Indian tribes
foot buffer zone around entrances of repro
when those states do not negotiate in good
ductive health facilities, driveways to those
faith. The Eleventh Amendment forbids
facilitie·s, vehicles entering those drive
Federal Court jurisdiction in cases where a
ways and patients entering or leaving the
state is sued by a citizen.
clinics. Under the injunctions, as many as
In this case, the Seminole Indians detwo "sidewalk counselors" are allowed to
approach those who seek to enter the clinic.
sired to engage in the same gaming activities that other tribes across the country had
However, once that person indicates her
initiated. The suit was instituted after
desire to be left alone, the "counselors" are
Florida Governor Lawton Chiles refused to
required to withdraw to an area outside the
buffc;r zone.
enter into negotiations with the tribe.
In upholding the injunction, the majorThe majority opinion, written by Chief
Justice William Rehnquist, held that the
ity cited incidents where anti-abortion pro-.
Eleventh Amendment, despite text that
testors allegedly formed "constructive
would seem to apply only to cases involving
blockades" in which the persons seeking
diversity jurisdiction, also applies to cases
access to the clinics were forced to run a
involving federal jurisdiction. The only
gauntlet of protestors screaming, grabbing,
exceptions to this rule are cases pursuant to
pushing and shoving. The court held these
the enforcement power of the Fourteenth
incidents deterred women seeking health
Amendment (i.e. Section 1983 Civil Rights
clinic services from getting needed medisuits).
cal attention, endangering their health.
In doing so, the court specifically overThe court held that the injuction's purruled Pennsylvania v. Union Gas Co., 491
poses were content-neutral, and thus fell
U.S. 1 (1989), which held that the Intersta•�--_
���uv�W;!.Jliug:�1Dml�- --1Jm,derJheS
'
· g· a e
..,.
_
Commerce Qause grante Congress the
· In a case of interest to Western New v. Women's Health Center, 114 S.a. 2516
po er to abrogate sovereign state immu- York, especially those second-years who (1994). That ruling held a content-neutral
nity. Thus, a state that violates environmen- had to file a brief on the case for their injunction to an intermediate standard of
This is the first in what I hope to be a
continuing series of articles reporting on
significant developments in the law. This
week will be somewhat of a grabbag, but
starting with next issue, I hope to focus on
specific issues.

scrutiny. Specifically, the injunction must
burden no more speech than neccesary to
serve a significant government interest.
The Second Circuit held the buffer
zones served the purpose of maintaining an
atmosphere conducive to the health care
functions of the facility and protecting the
health of those who seek the facility's ser
vices.
The Second Circuit also held the"cease
and desist" provision was not unconstitu
tionally vague.
The concwring opinion by Judge Win
ter emphasized one of the underlying pre
mises of the decision, that there is no First
Amendment protection for coercive or ob
structionist conduct that intimidates or pre
vents individuals from going about their
daily affairs. A second concurring opinion
by Judge Jacobs endorsed Winter's reason
ing and went on to state that the injunction
is further justified by public safety and
property rights.
The dissent by Judge Altimari stated
that the "floating bubble zone" established
by the court is an unprecedented violation
of the First Amendment. He pointed out
that the protestors mostly honored a tem
porary restraining order issued before the
injunction. In light of that, the "bubble zone"
burdened more speech than neccesary to
serve the government's purpose.
The dissent by Judge Meskill stated
that the court erred by characterizing the
abortion protestors' conduct in this case as
constituting a blockade. He distinguished
the conduct of the protestors' behavior be
fore and after the TRO was issued by Judge
Arcar . He stated the other provisions of
the order were a sufficient deterrent to
attempts to block access to the clinics.

0klahoma ! continued from page 10
of the Native Americans Law Student Association (NALSA), explained only six Native
Americans attend UB Law school. However, "we would like to extend a welcome to
anyone who wants to join NALSA, because next year, we want to send at least one team,
if not two. This is a great chance to argue in front of the top Indian lawyers in the country,"
said Printup.
The team wishes to thank Professors Medinger and Olsen for "giving us pointers on
how to organize.the· oral argument. There was no time for actual coaching," said Hill.
Hill and Printup also thank UB Law, which gave them $500 that paid for meals and the
hotel costs, as well as the Native American SUNY: Western Consortium, which paid for
the team's plane_fare.
Students interested in learning more about NALSA or in participating in the Native
American Moot Court Competition next year can leave a note in box 766.

APRIL IS ATLA MONTH
All members and prospective members of the UB Law Student Chapter of the
Association ofTrial Lawyers of America (ATI.A).
From: Chapter President Shawn Carev & Vice President Craig Brown

To:

The following events are on this month's agenda & attendance is greatly appreciated:
APRIL 4 -

Chapter Elections will be held at 3 p.m. in Room 112. All fout seats are up for
election and all members are invited and encouraged to run.

APRIL 11 -

"To Be A Trial Lawyer" - Four Buffalo trial attorneys will discuss thetr careers
and those things which they wish they had known while still in law school. Panel
Q & A with audience will follow individual presentations by attorneys. 5 to 7
p.m. 108 O'Brian. Open to public. Free pizza & soda for ATI.A members at 4:30
p.m. in First Floor Lounge.

APRIL 18-

or• -

"Building A Personal Injury Practice You Can Be Proud
Four
successful Buffalo personal injury attorneys will discuss their practices, debunk
myths about "ambulance chasing" & explain how to market with dignity. 5 to 7
p.m. 108 O'Brian. Open to public. Free piZ7.a & soda for ATLA members at 4:30
p.m. in First Floor Lounge.
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BAR REVIEW

NEW YORK SUMMER 1996 LOCATION INFORMATION
(ALL LOCATIONS BEGIN 5/29 & ARE VIDEO UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED)

r-

ALBANY
ANN ARBOR, Ml
ATLANTA, GA
AUSTIN,TX
BERKELEY,CA
BOSTON, MA
BRQOKLYN
BUFFALO
CAMBRIDGE,MA
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
CHICAGO, IL
1) HYDE PARK
2) GOLD COAST
CONCORD,NH
DURHAM,NC
HAMDEN,CT
HARTFORD.CT
HEMPSTEAD
ITHACA
LOS ANGELES, CA
MANHATTAN
1) DOWNTOWN
2) MIDTOWN

3) UPTOWN
4) WALL STREET AREA
MIAMI, FL
MONMOUTH CIY,NJ
MONTREAL, CAN.
NEWARK, NJ
NEW HAVEN,CT
NEW ORLEANS, LA
NEWTON,MA
PALO ALTO,CA
PHILAPELPHIA,PA
PITTSBURGH, PA
POUGHKEEPSIE
QUEENS COUNTY
1) FLUSHING
2)JAMAICA
ROCHESTER
ROCKLAND COUN1Y
SO.ROYALTON,Vf
SPRINGFIELD, MA
STATEN ISLAND
SUFFOLK COUN1Y
1) HUNTINGTON
2) RIVERHEAD
SYRACUSE
TORONTO, CAN.
WASHINGTON,DC
WHITE PLAINS

Albany Law School - (Begins S/]2,)
Univ. of Michigan Law School
Southern College of Te�hnology - Student Center - Marietta
DEFINITE - Location to.be Announced
UC Berkeley - Boalt Hall
Boston Univ. School of Law
Brooklyn Law School
SUNY at Buffalo School of Law
Harvard Law School
Omni Charlottesville Hotel

9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM
1:30PM

Univ.· of Chicago Law School
Northwestern Law School
Franklin Pierce Law Center
Duke Univ� - Nicholas School of the Environment
Quinnipiac College School of Law
Univ. of Hartford - Gray Conference Center
Hofstra Univ. School of Law
Cornell Law School
BAR/BRI Office - 3280 Motor Avenue

9AM
9AM
1:30PM
9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM
1:30PM

NYU Law School
A - Eastside - Loews New York Hotel - 569 Lex. Ave. (at 51st St.)
B - Westside •
(1) Town Hall • 43rd St. (bet. 6th Ave. &: 'way (2) BAR/BRI lecture Hall - 1500 B'way (at 43rd St.)
Columbia Univ. -Altschul Aud. (117th St. & Amster.) - (Begins 5/28)
Marriott Financial Center - 8S West Street
'
BAR/BRI Office • 1570 Madruga Ave, Coral Gables
Holiday Inn - 700 Hope Road• Tinton Falls
McGill Univ. - Old Chancellor Day Hall
Rutgers Univ. Law School
Colony Inn - 1157 Chapel Street
Tulane Law School
Boston College Law School
Stanford Law School
Sheraton Univ. City - 36th & Chestnut
Univ. of Pittsburgh School of Law
Vassar College

9AM/1:30PM
6PM

1:30PM
9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM/1:30PM
9AM

9:30AM (I.JVE)
9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM
6PM
9AM
1:30PM
9AM
9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM
9AM
9AM
1:30PM
9AM/1:30PM
9AM
9AM

CUNY Law School
St. John's Univ. Law School
Days Inn Downtown - 384 East Avenue
Nanuet Inn - 260 West Route S9
Vermont Law School
WNEC School of Law
Wagner College

9AM
9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM
9AM
1:30PM
9AM
9AM

Touro College of Law
Ramada East End - 1830 Route 25
Syracuse Univ. College of Law
Ontario Driving Training Center - 20 Eglinto� Ave. East
OW Law School
Georgetown Law Center
Pace Univ. • Hayes Theatre

9AM/1:30PM/6PM
9AM
9AM/6PM
9AM
9AM/6PM
1:30PM
9AM/1:30PM/6PM

•

•

